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SCHOOLS PROGRAMME

The Patrick Geddes Centre offers a number of high quality options for schools,
supporting a wide range of subjects and learning outcomes. Our highly
experienced learning team can tailor our sessions to pupil-centred learning
and school priorities.
Our current sessions include:
Meet The Neighbours: Targeted to primaries 5-7.
Discover and inhabit the lives of Riddle’s Courts’
residents from the 1870s at the height of the
Old Town Victorian slum era. Based on primary
evidence from the time, this activity involves drama
outcomes for primary learners, encouraging them
to imagine the hardships and problems of family
life in an overcrowded tenement dwelling in the
late 19th century. All materials are provided.
Tenement Town: Targeted to primaries 4-7.
A great activity to supplement primary learning on Old
Edinburgh, Tenement Town gives pupils a unique insight into
a former tenement dwelling, explores the external features
of tenement building and concludes with a creative session
making individual tenement houses which can be taken
back to the classroom to extend and enrich learning across
other disciplines. All materials are provided.

Arts and Crafts Makers: Targeted to primaries 4-6.
Be inspired by the decorative legacies at Riddle’s Court
and the links the building has to the Scottish Arts and
Crafts movement then design and create a pressed ink
print to take back to school to add to your displays of
learning. All materials are provided.
Kings & Queens Packed Lunch Banquet:
In conjuction with one of our learning sessions, pupils
can eat lunch (not provided) at a mock-banquet table
in the Geddes Room. Contact us for more details.
To enquire about any learning or visit opportunities
please contact 0131 510 8789 or email learning@shbt.org.uk
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